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The Biopolitical Elements in Yan Lianke's Fictional Worlds

Yan Lianke was the winner of the Kafka Prize of2014; however, he is famous in
spite of being censored and even banned in China for writing critically about Chinese
politics and including sexually explicit material. At the same time, these topics in Yan's
novels are significant in their implications and bring new life to Chinese literary
criticism. In this thesis, I will discuss how the development and destruction of villages,
the centralization of government and the rebellion of citizens in Yan's works invite us to
see potential and fruitful connections to the concept of "autoimmunity" in biopolitics.
The biological term "autoimmunity" refers to that in which a body mistakenly and
unconsciously attacks itself for the sake of protecting it. Yan also applied autoimmunity
in his works to criticize politics. Thus, a deeper philosophy can be found by interpreting
'"

Yan's works through the lens of biopolitics. I will apply the theories of Derrida, Foucault,
Weber and Agamben to Yan's texts, especially in their relation to historical contexts in
order to address political phenomena in his works.

Chinese Literature

Works of Western literature have been largely translated into Chinese, while
Chinese literature has only rarely been translated into English. Part of the reason for this
"trade deficit" between the West and China is the invention of the novel in the Western
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world between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Thus, the history of Chinese
literature and the relationship between Chinese literature and Western literature should be
explained.

The best known Chinese masterpieces in the Western world are the four novels
(not using the contemporary definition of "novel", but the Chinese classical format of
novel in chapters) from the Ming dynasty

Romance ofThree Kingdoms (14th

( 1 368-1 644)

century),

and Qing dynasty ( 1 644-1912):

Journey to the West (16th

Margin ( 1 4th century) and Dream ofthe Red Chamber (18th century),

century),

Water

for they represent

the beginning and rise of the Chinese novel. Beyond the recent few hundred years of
novel development, however, Chinese literature possesses over two thousand years'
worth of flourishing of parable, poetry and classical narrative. The foundation of Chinese
literature was formulated more than two thousand years ago. One of the representative
people of that time is the legendary sage Kongzi (ca.

551-479 BCE),

who wrote many

parables for the school of Confucians. Beyond the school of Confucians, there were also
schools of the Naturalists, Mohists, Legalists, Logicians and Daoists. According to
Sabina Knight, a professor of comparative literature, another representative from the
Daoist school around that time is Zhuangzi (ca.
readers find inspiration (Knight

369-286 BCE), from whose collection

1 ). Besides the development of these schools, a stream of

Buddhism had been developed as well:

Buddhism, too, would soon contribute profoundly to debates about the path of
right liying. Originally from India, Buddhism became a major branch of Chinese
thought, and Buddhist stories from India were among the earliest fictional works
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in China. By the second century, Poetic renderings ofthe life ofSakyamuni
Buddha and other Buddhist parables were translated into Chinese, and these
parables and sutras (threads) became essential elements ofthe literary tradition
(Knight 7-8).

Since the import ofBuddhism to China, Chinese literature has been largely influenced by
religious elements, which offered a strong foundation for contemporary Chinese
literature.

From the second century CE to the seventeenth century's Ming dynasty (13681644), before the novel replaced them, poetry and classical narratives were two essential
genres for Chinese literature for over two thousand years. Poetry is especially remarkable
in Chinese literature for "in China, poetry has long served a broad range ofpurposes,
from cultivating the selfto promoting social harmony to ordering the world. Seen as
manifesting nature's patterns, poetry offered ways to find meaning amid time's
transience, regulate bodily energies, and cultivate benevolence" (Knight 26). In this
sense, poetry was a tool for ancient Chinese to express their emotions and to deliver their
philosophies. The earliest poems such as Classics

ofPoetry (1100-600 BCE) use nature

fostered lyrical response to the material world to reflect humanity's place (Knight 29). A
few hundred years later, the form of poetry switched to rhapsodies (fu), such as

Encountering Sorrow by Qu Yuan (340-278 BCE). Another major form of Chinese
literature at the time was called lyrical poetry (shi), which reached its climax in the Tang
dynasty (618-907 CE). Unlike the constructivist mode ofrhapsodies, lyrical poetry (shi)
is combined with more expressive modes ofmelancholy and regret (Knight 36). After the
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blossom of lyrical poetry (shi) in the Tang dynasty (618-907 CE), musical trends led to
the dominance ofpoetry and developed into another major genre of Chinese poetry called
lyric (ci). Knight describes the usage oflyric (ci), as follows:

Allowing for more flexibility in the numbers of characters per line, these lyrics
centered on scenic descriptions, set-off poems, longing for absent friends,
melancholy, nostalgia, historical vicissitudes, eulogies to beautiful women, and,
most ofall, the plaints of neglected women, frequently allegories for
unappreciated ministers (39).

One of the masters oflyrical poetry (shi) is Li Bai from the Tang dynasty (618-907 CE);
the most famous female poet oflyric (ci) is Li Qingzhao ( 1084-1151) from the Song
dynasty (960-1279 CE) when lyric was prosperous.

Besides poetry, there was the other major form of Chinese literature, called
"classical narrative":

China's earliest narratives date at least as far back as the fifth century BCE, yet it
remains unclear just when Chinese writers began consciously crafting fiction.
Though not considered creative writing, many ofthese narratives present
powerful visions of feelings, ghosts, spirits, and other natural and supernatural
phenomena (Knight 52).

Classical narratives were mostly used as historical recorder to record marvelous acts and
people, either to praise or blame.
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Moving to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the novel form was invented in
the Western world and simultaneously influenced Chinese literature almost immediately.
Vernacular drama has been written from the sixteenth century while the form of the novel
started to take over Chinese literature. During this period, three of the four classical
novels were written. During the eighteenth century, the stream of satire grew to become
mainstream in Chinese literature;

The Unofficial History ofthe Forest ofScholars and

Dream ofthe Red Chamber are two repetitive masterworks of

this satire era. By the end

of the nineteenth century, those two books were regarded as the beginning of modem
Chinese literature. Modem Chinese literature is comprised mainly of novels inspired by
Western literature, while the beginning of modem Chinese literature itself is complicated
by what Denton, a professor who specializes in modern Chinese fiction and literary
criticism presents as follows: "The question of the origins of modem Chinese literature is
very much entwined with politics and politicized definitions of modernity" (3). From the
end of the Qing dynasty (1644-1912) till the first half of th� twentieth century, China was
faced with imperialism and internal social disintegration. This extreme situation,
however, gave birth to new forms of Chinese literature:

As the sovereignty of their country was increasingly threatened by Western and
Japanese imperialism, particularly economic imperialism, over the course of the
nineteenth century, Chinese intellectuals began to look for explanations for their
country's weakness relative to the global powers of the day. Initial responses
such as borrowing Western science and technology in order to increase Chinese
'wealth and power' were grounded in a faith that Western materiality would not
destroy the essence of Chinese spiritual and cultural values. With the humiliating
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defeat by Japan in the Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895), however, intellectuals
began to extend this reflection to the sacrosanct realm of ideas and culture
(Denton 4).

As Dt:nton argues, scholars and intellectuals of late Qing dynasty imported
Western ideas to develop Chinese traditions. Thus, a large number of Western concepts
and works were translated into Chinese, which brought about the transformation of
Chinese literature:

Broadly speaking, the late Qing was a transitional period in which there was a
gradual move away from traditional concept of wen (X)-writing in a wide
variety of prose genres and poetic forms performed by literati not for profit but for
their own moral self-cultivation or that of civilization as a whole-to a modem,
Western-influenced concept of wen.xue (X�)-a belletristic view of literature as
a field distinguished from other areas of society and limited to the genres of
fiction, poetry, and drama (Denton 6).

Chinese literature has stepped into a new stage ever since.

A major event influencing Chinese literature is the May Fourth movement, which
deepened and enhanced the discourse of modernity conceived by late Qing's intellectuals.
The term the May Fourth movement

derives from the May Fourth Incident of 1919, when in response to the
humiliating stipulations of the Treaty of Versailles, which would have ceded
control to Japan parcels of Chinese territory in Shandong Province, thousands of
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university students in Beijing marched to Tiananmen Square in protest. The term
'May Fourth' is also used to describe a broader cultural movement, sometimes
also called the New Culture movement, that was both different from and closely
related to the anti-imperialist nationalism expressed in the student demonstrations
and nationwide patriotic movement that followed (Denton 7).

Female writers emerge after the May Fourth movement while May Fourth writers shared
a disdain for entertainment fiction which was extremely popular at the time (Denton 8).
The May Fourth movement turned modem Chinese literature to a new page while
modem Chinese literature is also divided into the war period (1937-1945), the postrevolutionary period (1949-1966), the "cultural revolution" (1966-1976), and the postMao period (1977-1989). Currently, Chinese literature is considered to be in a period that
started with the Tiananmen movement of 1989. Yan Lianke, as one of China's
contemporary writers, focuses his works on satirizing "the excesses of the market
�

economy and its invasive exploitation of the poor and disenfranchised" (Denton 18), and
has been writing novels since the publication of his first novel

The Hell ofFeelings in

1991.

Yan Lianke's Life and Mythorealism

Born in 1958 in Henan, the most heavily populated province, Yan Lianke grew up
with his surrounding environments influencing his writing. Yan himself witnessed the
contemporary Chinese history through his own eyes. He suffered through the Great
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Famine (1959-1961) with his brothers and sisters: it is this time when "the poverty and
illness that haunted his childhood and teenage years would later appear as central themes
in his writing" (Leung 74). Later during the age of middle school, Yan dropped out of
school to be a laborer because of his extremely poor family situation. Later on, Yan
started his writing career after joining the army in 1978. Suffering through the poor
financial situation and witnessing the lives of the lower class and governmental army,
Yan Lianke pursued recording and reflecting upon the truth of Chinese life, politics and
people. Jianmei Liu praises Yan's writing, noting that "Yan maintains a keen awareness
of the struggles of those at the bottom of society and consciously associates his writing
with the suffering people (shouku ren), a subject that has been gradually forgotten and
avoided by contemporary Chinese writers" (Liu 3).

After several years in the army, Yan Lianke enrolled in the Henan University to
study politics and education, graduating in 1985. Besides, Yan also graduated from the
People's Liberation Army Art Institute with a degree in Literature in 1991 (Gupta 33).
When Yan Lianke was asked about the purpose of being a writer during his interview
with Suman Gupta, he answered that he wanted to change his life, his poor situation and
"to make myself a city dweller without food worries, having been a poor child from the
remote mountains" (Gupta 33). In addition, Yan Lianke is regarded as a
"counterdiscourse to the recently emergent 'little man's culture' and 'petit-bourgeois
culture"' by contemporary Chinese scholars, for he is "obsessed with details of the
comfortable material life on which the dreams and values of the middle class are
established" (Liu 3).
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Yan Lianke has published twenty collections of essays, sixteen novels and thirty
collections of novellas and short stories. Due to his general sarcasm about Chinese
politics and social issues, most of Yan's works are banned in China; however, the stream
of his literary works spread around the world with unavoidable power. Yan's banned
works were first published in Hong Kong and Taiwan, and then began to be introduced
into other countries through translation. Five of his novels and one of his collections of
novellas are currently translated into English, while his works were translated into other
languages such as Japanese and German. It's surprising that while most of Yan Lianke's
works have been banned in China, he has nevertheless won several major Chinese literary
prizes. He won the Lu Xun Literary Prize in both 1998 and 2001, the Lao She Literary
Award in 2005, the Franz Kafka Prize in 2014, and was a finalist for the Man Booker
International Prize in 2016 and Dream of the Red Chamber Award in 2016.
In the article "Yan Lianke's Mythorealist Representation of the Country and the
City", Weijie Song introduces Yan Lianke as the inheritor of the famous Chinese scholar
Lu Xun, who called for the Chinese to express their feelings and thoughts by written and
spoken vernacular under British colonization in the 1920s. Song also discusses Yan
Lianke's mythorealistic writing style, which is a style of writing that inherits Lu Xun's
spirit; Song describes it as "a new literary method to tell the stories of silent China"
(Song 645). Yan Lianke has been regarded as one of the most critical and influential
writers of contemporary Chinese literature, for his mythorealism created a new literacy
form among the dominant linear cause-and-effect relationship narratives (Song 646).
Carlos Rojas, the English translator of many of Yan Lianke's novels, offers analysis of
Yan's writing style, also describing it as mythorealism. In "Speaking from the Margins:
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Yan Lianke," Rojas argues that Yan's writing brings fantastic elements into stories to
comment on actual social concerns: it is to bring fantastic elements into stories to
comment on actual social concerns. Another scholar Xuenan Cao, describes Yan
Lianke's mythorealism style as "a literary strategy that invokes the strange in the familiar
as a way of circumscribing the authenticity of lived experience" (Cao 179). Song clearly
explains the relationship between Yan's mythorealism and literary world as "the mirror
corresponds with a realist reflection of the world and the lamp with the mythorealist
illumination of the absurd and intangible world" (Song

651).

Yan Lian.ke's mythorealistic world is closely interconnected with the real world
since "Mythorealism is a literary strategy that invokes the strange in the familiar as a way
of circumscribing the authenticity of lived experience" (Cao

179). Since Yan Lianke's

mythorealism is a reflection of daily life, Yan's fictional worlds come from real life
events and incidents. As Gupta says, "His numerous writings are largely set in the Henan
province"

(33). The rural living experiences in the Henan provide.Jan Lianke with

writing materials. Villages are major elements in Yan's works: a village overrun with the
AIDS infection has been built to exhibit the matters of life and death in Dream

Village;

a re-education camp which is similar to a village has been described in

Books to reveal the

cruelty of the Great Famine and thought control; in Lenin's

ofDing
The Four
Kisses,

the Shouhuo village contains a majority of disabled people and is isolated from the real
world, the construction of this disabled village is to reveal humanity; in Yan's most
recent book

The Explosion Chronicles,

the storyline focuses on the development of a

village called, allegorically, "Explosion" as it transforms from a small village to an
international city; even though villages are not the major subjects in some of Yan's works
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Serve the people and The Years, Months, Days, the trace of villages still

remains. Cao offers a brief explanation for Yan's rural worlds in her article "Village
Worlds: Yan Lianke's Villages and Matters of Life":

In fact, distinct from rnral tales that romanticize the lives of those in secluded
villages, Yan turns all tales into tales of villages. His tales use rural elements to
stage the ordinariness of everyday living in the very grotesque, whereby such
familiar matters as body parts enter a realm of uncannily familiar desires and
hopes, revealing the degenerated corporeal stuff often concealed underneath
human skin ... the village worlds in Yan's novels offer symbolic illustrations of
liminal human existence that is yet concrete and real (Cao

180).

Besides mythorealism and truly rural elements, Yan also makes use of religious
concepts in his works. From those listed in the last chapter, the rich history of Chinese
religion has ensured its cultural permanence on Chinese literature. As a recent scholar
'

Jinghui Wang has expressed it, "Confucianism is more concerned with how humans
should behave when alive and views spirits from an aloof perspective .... Buddhism
meant to emphasize the regulations of desire and the importance of inaction, while
Taoism accentuates inaction to a higher degree" (Wang

141). Mo Yan and Yan Lianke

are two contemporary masters of Chinese literature: Mo Yan was the winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize of Literature in

2012, while Yan is the most promising Chinese winner for

future Nobel Prizes of Literature. They both demonstrate Chinese folk religions in their
literary works. For example, spiritual concepts such as "ghost" have been adopted into
Yan Lianke's works; especially in Dream

ofDing Village,

the plot was narrated by a

ghost boy and the event of a ghost wedding ceremony was held; these elements, in a
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metaphorical way illustrate the pervasiveness of the belief in an afterlife in China (Wang
140). As Wang argues in his article "Religious Elements in Mo Yan's and Yan Lianke's
Works", the narrator in Dream

ofDing Village

illustrates how Yan makes use of Chinese

folk beliefs: "Xiaoqiang, a ghost wandering around the village, serves as the narrator.
Rather than utilizing the Buddhist concept of immediate reincarnation as with Nao in Life

and Death, Yan makes use of the traditional Chinese folk belief that

after the human

body dies, the human soul still exists and observes the living" (145). Mo Yan and Yan
Lianke, as Wang says, are the best Chinese writers who successfully get rid of the
tradition of contrasting old and new, founded their own writing structure to present social
problems and they "both employ religion and folk beliefs in supporting roles. Using
religious belief, the two writers give tentative accounts of the life of not only the souls
after the death of the body but also the earthly rural life of numerous wretched peasants in
China" (Wang 148).

Brief Introductions to Yan's Works
Yan Lianke's works depict rural life and religious elements and are also famous
for his mythorealism. In this thesis, six of Yan Lianke's works will be analyzed in terms
of their biopolitical phenomena.

The Four Books
The "three years of natural disaster (the Great Famine)" in 1950s' China has been
described as a natural disaster in Chinese textbooks. Even for the 1970s' generation, what
they've learned is that the disaster brought death to millions of people. However, as a
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brave writer, Yan dared to reveal the truth of the "three years ofnatural disaster" in The

Four Books. He frankly points out that the famine is mostly a result of the Great Leap
Forward. The Great Leap Forward movement between 1958 and 1961 was an unrealistic
leftist's industrialization and collectivization movement lead by Chairman Mao.
According to my grandmother, who was a middle school student during the movement, it
was chaos during that time; workers abandoned their jobs to dig iron outside; students
were released from school to search and explore for metal; families melted their furniture
to reach the steel quotas set by the government.
There are four sections in The Four Books, thus the title for Yan's book. At the
same time, "four books" also represent the four gospels within the Christian tradition.
Yan doesn't name the characters in The Four Books: they are identified only by their
former occupation. It is a writing strategy in China to identify people by their job as
representations ofcertain types ofpeople. Besides, the 99th district re-education
compound in the book is also a representation oflots of other compounds. The book
focuses on the 99th district re-education compound, the purpose of which is to re-educate
rightists such as the Author, the Musician, the Scholar and 124 other people to transform
them into leftists. Ironically, the compound is led by a young boy who is identified as
"the Child": The Child oversees the accused rightists with an almost infantile system of
rewards and punishments. Thus he recruits ''the Author" to keep a journal to record the
actions of other residents of compound, promising him that he will be permitted to return
home early ifhe provides enough incriminating material about his peers. This recording
book is named "Criminal Records", one ofthe sections in The Four Books. The Author
secretly writes a book called "Old Course" to record the actual events ofthe compound,
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Sisyphus. Except for A New Myth ofSisyphus, the other three sections occur in random
order in the book.
The Old Course and Heaven's Child sections mainly record people's suffering for
lack of food and the absurd requirement of producing steel. The Author records the weird
situation in the compound, in which all the well-educated people become uncivilized. In
order to decline re-education time and to get food, people spend lots of time and energy
reporting people who have an affair. In order to fill upper-level's requirements, the
Author uses his blood to plant rye. There are two other major things described to exhibit
the situations at that time: one is the action of burning books; the other is the depiction of
well-educated people eating corpses for survival.
Nobody is purely black nor white in this book. Yan meant to address questions
about not only the Great Leap Forward, but also humanity and civilization. "The
Theologian" betrays his religion for survival, but he keeps the destroyed Madonna till his
death; "the Musician" gives up her dignity to make sexual deals with others to get half a
steamed bun, but she always saves the food for her lover "the Scholar"; the Author is a
loathsome informer who reports the affair between the Scholar and the Musician, but he
uses his meat to feed the starving Scholar and to save his life. The Child is the most
absurd but the most important figure in this book. From his devotion to party and
principles at first to his awakening at the end, the Child's life is linked to the story of
Sisyphus. The Child works as a symbol in the book; even his death couldn't be avoided;
the Child dies on a cross as Jesus does.
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Yan uses different narrators between the Old Course and

Heaven's Child, thus the

tone is very different between those two books. Rojas does a good job distinguishing the
differences in Chinese while translating it into English and keeping the aesthetic
perception in

Books,

The Four Books.

There are lots of metaphors and symbolism in

The Four

some of which are explained in the book through Rojas's hands. Besides, Rojas

offers readers with a translator's note at the very beginning to explain the background of
the book, helpful for people who aren't familiar with Chinese history and social
conventions.

Dream ofDing Village
Dream ofDing Village is also a representative of the combination of Yan
Lian.ke's mythorealism and religious elements. The novel tells a story of a blood selling
business in rural China in the 1980s and 1990s which caused a massive spread of the
AIDS infection. The novel bas been introduced as the first Chinese novel that deals with
"<.

AIDS, which is meant to exhibit moral and social decay, political corruption and human
evil (Yang 106). This novel is narrated by a ghost boy. By using this spiritual form, "the
author's own voice was figuratively silenced in China, even though by that point the
existence of China's rural HIV/AIDS epidemic was already officially acknowledged, and
its link to blood-selling practices was well recognized" (Rojas 434).

The ghost narrator boy, Xiaoqing lived a short life and his death is closely related
to the blood business in his village-Ding Village. Readers experience the events of the
novel from Xiaoqing's perspective, witnessing the unregulated blood selling business in
Ding Village, which eventually causes a massive HIVIAIDS infection. The underground
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blood trade Ding villagers face was faced by many actual Chinese villagers searching for
prosperity in 1990s; blood bad become a valuable commodity, especially in Henan
province, the most populous region of China (Wang 144).

The story tells an historical tale about the ways that people from different villages
were encouraged by the government in many ways to sell their blood to government
blood stations: Ding villagers are brought to visit other blood donation villages to witness
their happy lives by selling blood; the government promises Ding villagers bonuses as
long as they donate their blood. Xiaoqing's father Ding Hui makes his way to the top
rank of Ding Village and gains a great profit by organizing Ding villagers to donate blood
and selling coffins during the HIV/AIDS epidemic. What's more is that Ding Hui betrays
his own morality to set up a private blood collection center without proper facilities to
screen donors or sterilize collection instruments to earn higher benefits. To reduce costs
and get more profit, Ding Hui uses one syringe on four people and replaces the 500cc
'-

blood bags with 700cc ones while writing 500cc on them, in order to cheat more blood
from donors (Wang 145). Donors of Ding Village, however, lose in the desire of
becoming rich and sell more blood than their bodies could tolerate. Eventually, this blood
business causes AIDS to spread over the village, but villagers consider it a/ever. The
book describes the continuous life and death of Ding villagers after the blood selling
business, and eventually Ding Village is wiped out with no responsibility taken. Ding Hui
is dead; Ding Hui's brother is dead from AIDS; Xiaoqing is poisoned by furious
villagers. The only one who lives is Xiaoqing's grandfather who is nevertheless left in
unresolvable pain and guilt from the tragic demise of Ding Village.

The tragedy of Ding Village, however, is not a fictional story but a reflection of
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experience ofliving in the AIDS village, but also Yan Lianke's criticism of modem
writers by saying "Yan criticizes a writer's emotional indifference arguing that writers
should not be merely pen workers but critics of his society as well as moral teachers of
the human soul. Yan insists that all social life should enter the veranda of an author's
emotional life" (108). The horrors of Ding Village exist in real society: Yan Lianke
meant to reveal this crucial and historical phenomenon by writing Dream ofDing Village.

Serve the People
'Serve the People' was a political slogan invented by Chairman Mao in 1944,
which became one of the core principles of the Communist Party of China. It encourages
people to serve and to die for the people. Wu Dawang is the hero of Yan Lianke's book

Serve the People, who is the General Orderly for the Division Commander of the army in
1967. Wu Dawang's duty to "serve the people" is to serve the Division Commander and
his wife. Ironically, the slogan 'Serve the people' plays a double meaning in Wu
Dawang's life-Wu Dawang had been required to go upstairs to sexually serve the
commander's wife Liu Lian once the wooden slogan sign disappeared from the kitchen
table.
As a member of the royal army at that time, Dawang denies Liu Lian's sexual
invitation under three rules of thuml:r-don't say what you shouldn't say, don't do what
you shouldn't do, and don't ask what you shouldn't ask. However, under the pressure of
losing his job, Dawang eventually breaks his principles with half unwillingness and half
secret pleasure. Thus the slogan of 'Serve the people' becomes serve the commander's
wife to Dawang. The satire in this book is that after a two-month sexual relationship with
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Liu Lian, Dawang gained not only Liu Lian's body and a son, but also a decent job in the
city for himself and his family. Dawang goes as his name-super lucky, flipping from
grass-roots to a higher class by having sex.
The book contains lots of implications and metaphors. The Division Commander
represents higher political leaders as impotent. That the commander chooses to fire
people who know Liu Lian's affair to cover up the scandal is a reflection of the abuse of
power in modem society. Dawang and Liu Lian's relationship sacrifices others' futures,
but they benefit from it themselves. Dawang represents those people who break the rules,
yet benefit from breaking them. The book not only focuses on the sexual relationship
between Dawang and Liu Lian, but also the implied meaning of it. Yan meant to strike a
deal between power and sex. In this novel, Yan compares the great communist dream of
serving everybody with the fact of chasing desires for personal benefits. By describing
the scene where Dawang and Liu Lian use the status of Chairman Mao to arouse sexual
desire, the book also delivers a sense of rebellion under the strict political situation at that
time.
In my familiarity with Chinese culture, I have noticed lots of adverbs in this book.
Unlike avoiding adverb usage in English writing, using adverbs in Chinese is a common
method in Chinese literature to make things as vivid and dynamic as possible. Julia
Lovell, the translator of this book, also paid lots of attention to explain some Chinese
conventions in the book. For example, when Liu Lian calls Xiao Wu instead of Wu
Dawang, Lovell adds a short sentence to explain it- "tucking the diminutive xiao in
front of his surname in a casual, blandly affectionate kind of way" (Yan 10). The English
translation of this book is smooth, and it kept the original aesthetic feelings.
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All in all, this book is easy to read if you only want to see a love affair; it is hard
to interpret without background information and supporting materials if you really want
to study it as a critique of Chinese society and politics.

The Explosion Chronicles
This novel tells a story about a town named "Explosion". The transformation of
'

Explosion from a small town to an international city has been recorded in

Chronicles. A recent

scholar, Xuenan Cao, also describes that "in

The Explosion

The Explosion

Chronicles, Yan uses a mythorealistic approach to explore a contemporary

enchantment

with both linear and cyclical time, thereby subsuming the theme of economic growth
within a presentation of a twisted temporality" (Cao 4). The name '"Explosion", however,
not only implies the radical economic development of the town of Explosion, but also
represents the upheaval of the human heart and division of modem society. Yan Lianke
brings in real figures to the book and combines these figures with fictional form, which
makes readers wander between the real and the imaginary, then gradually lose track of
what is real and what is illusory.

The Explosion Chronicles

offers readers the feeling of

impact and enhances the reflection of reality into the novel itself. The name "Explosion",
in this case, is not a single representation of a town's economic growth but contains
multiple and deeper meanings as Cao explains, "Yan explores the traumas that underlie
contemporary China's economic development, thereby revealing a less appealing but all
the more fascinating perspective on the explosive growth of the fictional community of
Explosion" (Cao 4).

The story begins with the Kong family, which is mainly composed of a father and
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four sons. The second son-Kong Mingliang-ofthe Kong family promises the villagers
of Explosion wealth and a prosperous future, talcing over the leading power from the Zhu
family and becoming the village chief. After gaining power, Kong Mingliang leads his
fellow villagers on a path of accumulating wealth by unloading (stealing) goods from
passing trains, and the wealth accumulates astonishingly rapidly (Cao 5). At the same
time of Explosion's development, the daughter of the former village chief, Zhu Ying, also
develops her own business first by accumulating funds from prostitution work in big
cities, by moving back to Explosion to raise her own prostitution business by training
Explosion girls. The wealth and interpersonal connections of Zhu Ying attracted Kong
Mingliang, so he married her to maintain leadership of Explosion, while at the same time
Zhu Ying agreed to the marriage in order to be closer to power. Thus, the love and hate of
the Kong and Zhu families are entwined by the marriage of Zhu Ying and Kong
Mingliang. With the help of Zhu Ying, ''Kong Mingliang succeeds in having Explosion
redesignated first

as

a town, then as a county, a city, and finally a provincial-le¥el

megalopolis under direct rule by the central government, while Kong Mingliang himself
is repeatedly promoted from village chief to town mayor, to county mayor, and city
mayor" (Cao 5). Kong Mingliang's life is almost a typical example of contemporary
Chinese power representatives. The springboard game-style promotion made him
inexplicably step to high power; his desire, greed and desperation go to the extreme. The
path of Kong Mingliang's promotion and prosperity is absurd and ironic while his
personal struggles amidst the rise and fall of power is closely linked with the generational
quarrel between the Kong and Zhu families. The ridiculous promotion of Kong
Mingliang, the rapid development of Explosion and the power-sex deal of Zhu Ying are
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clearly reflections o f Chinese society nowadays; Yan Lianke targeted Chinese modern
development with his mythorealism in this novel.

Lenin 's Ki
sses

Another village had been built in this story-a village named Shuohuo (meaning
happiness and pleasure) that is mostly filled with disabled people and isolated from the
outside world. Yan Lianke combines traditional Taoism with mythorealism in the story
by creating a Shuohuo village which "resembles the utopia depicted by Tao Yuanming in
his 'Peach Blossom Spring': it is a happy, ideal, and independent community that has
withdrawn to a remote location and remains separate from history, politics, and society"
(Liu

7). By bringing in antecedent elements, as Thomas Chen says, Yan Lianke creates a

rural utopia to exhibit that the 1 950s utopia of collectivization and the 1990s utopia of
market reforms were illusory (Chen 71). Besides the Taoism and mythorealistic analysis
of Lenin 's

Kisses, Weijie Song also argues that the theme is to expose the negative and
�

hesitant dimensions of the utopian imagination (650).
Daoism also exists in Lenin's

Kisses by making use of the concept of "useless",

which is "a means to preserve individual nature and withdraw from a fallen world, that is
nonetheless a violation of normal standards ofjudgment" (Liu 10). By combining the
Daoist and Taoist concept in the town of Shuohuo village, Yan Lianke created an isolated
village in which people enjoy their inner peace and do not follow rules from outside
society. This novel expresses Yan Lianke's encouragement of "return" to the traditional
Chinese literature in the chaotic modem society by rewriting modem Chinese history and
defying the historicist myth of technological progress, revolution and capitalist modernity
(Liu 9).
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In the novel, two story lines are narrated at the same time. The hidden line is to
exhibit the histories and lives of Grandma Maozhi and the Sbuobuo villagers, while the
obvious line is to tell the story of Liu Yingque, who dreamed of creating an economic
and political miracle in Shuohuo by making use of the disabled villagers. Liu Yingque
wanted to buy Lenin's corpse from Russia and build a tourist business by exhibiting
Lenin's corpse in Shuohuo similar to Chairman Mao's memorial museum in Beijing. In
Liu Yingque's plan, Shuohuo will accumulate wealth rapidly by selling tickets for
Lenin's memorial exhibition while he himself will obtain the great reputation of "devout
disciple ofMarxiam". However, large sums of money are required to purchase Lenin's
remains. Therefore, Liu Yingque makes use of Shuohuo's disabled villagers to form an
ex-judo regiment to perform around the whole nation to obtain funds to complete his
plan. Compared to Liu Yingque, Grandma Maozhi is the one who really cares about the
Shuohuo villagers' lives: she gives up leadership to free Shuohuo from governmental
administration and ac4ieve the villagers' happiness and wishes. Grandma Maozhi,
performing as a completely different revolutionary than Liu Yingque, offers a different
answer to Yan Lianke's question- "Who is the revolution for?" At the end of the novel,
Liu Yingque failed to purchase Lenin's corpse and got discarded as a county governor.
Ironically, his legs are accidentally broken off by a car accident and he enters Shuohuo as
a member of the disabled community. The village of Shuohuo, at the same time, is
robbed and blackmailed due to their quick wealth. The plan Liu Yingque proposed turned
out to be hollow. The comparison of leadership between Grandma Maozhi and Liu
Yingque is actually a question to Chinese leadership and the layer of social system. As
Jianmei Liu argues, "Utopia encapsulates the hope for a better future, whereas anti-utopia
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highlights the fear of what the future may hold. This relationship is compellingly
explored in the novel through a symbolic structure-the juxtaposition of the ancient
Utopian dream of retreating from society and the modern Utopian dream of creating a
higher, ideal society" (Liu 8).

Introduction of Biopolitics

The term "biopolitics" was created by American and European political scientists
in the twentieth century, referring to "what they had hoped would be an emerging sub
discipline that incorporated the theories and data of the life sciences into the study of
politics, political behavior and public policy" (Laurette 2), whlch contained different
meanings from the modern society. The use of the term "biopolitics" can be summarized
as having been first reintroduced by Lynton Caldwell in 1964, applying the importance of
biology to political science; then by the 1 970s, the Association for Politics and the Life
Sciences (APLS) was formally built by a group of political scientists in order to define
their interest in politics and biology (Laurette 3).

Eventually, the definition of "biopolitics" was formalized by the French
postmodern phllosopher Michel Foucault, who adopted biopolitics to point to particular
phenomena in modernity. As Prozorov claims in his article "Powers of Life and Death:
Biopolitics Beyond Foucault,"

The problematic ofbiopolitics has become increasingly important in the social
sciences. Starting from Michel Foucault's genealogies of governance of sexuality,
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crime, and mental illness in modem Europe, which marked the shift from negative
and repressive techniques of sovereign power toward the positive and productive
power over life, the research on biopolitics has developed into a wider
interdisciplinary orientation, addressing the rationalities of power over living
beings in diverse spatial and temporal contexts (191).

Foucault's concept of biopolitics contains understandings of different aspects, such as
history, sexuality and power. Foucault doesn't consider history as a straight line and it
"would involve the genealogy of regimes of veridiction" (Foucault 23). Foucault
explained biopolitics as "inherently paradoxical, in that its ambition to 'make live,' to
foster, augment, and optimize life, remains intertwined with its apparent opposite, the
negative power of exclusion and annihilation" (Prozorov 191 ) Nevertheless, he also
.

confir med that the "discursive power on human bodies and on the species as a whole was
by demonstrating how sex and sexuality are not only historical constructs but also, in
modernity, have become the focus of the multiple forces of public power and
manipulation" (Laurette 6).

From what have been explained above, biopolitical power as Foucault suggests,
seeks power over the human body and power over the population

as

a whole. Prozorov

further explained what we call biopower:

Biopower, however we define it, is always already a power of life and death, not
only in the sense that fostering the life of some presupposes the death of others
but also in the more ominous sense that the life fostered, amplified, and optimized
in biopolitical practices remains in proximity to death precisely by virtue of being
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enfolded in an apparatus of power, whose biopolitical productivity does not
exclude sovereign negativity (Prozorov 191).

From what has been explained above, biopolitics invented a new light for academia to
discover the world in a biological-political way: the emergence and appearance of
biopolitics was necessary. Foucault ended bis research with the question "what is the
nature and meaning ofbiopolitics?" which encouraged scholars to investigate biopolitics
in order to answer this question. Scholars of biopolitics such as Derrida, Agamben, and
Esposito followed with different biopolitical concepts, contributing greatly to literary
theory.

Immunity is the main topic in Ed Cohen's A Body Worth Defending: Immunity,

Biopolitics, and the Apotheosis ofthe Modern Body. Cohen explores the meaning of
immunity in depth by suggesting that "immunity, a legal concept . . . functioned almost
exclusively as a political and juridical term" (Cohen 3). In his book, Cohen emphasizes
the importance of the idea of immunity to elucidate notions of personal identity in
advanced Western societies by discussing the HIV policy in twenty-first century Africa
and the social contract and liberal theory appearing in public health and biomedical
controversies over cholera in nineteenth century Europe (Tauber 637). While Cohen
argues for the political and juridical aspects of immunity, the immune system is also
considered as a cognitive network by Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, because "it shares a
number of properties with the brain, and-which is much more interesting-there are in
both cases similar global properties of biological networks that make cognitive behavior
possible" (Gumbrecht 275). While immunity is closely connected to biopolitics, Derrida
forwarded the concept of autoimmunity in literary theory. Autoimmunity is connected
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destruction and self-destruction for it is the process when a body's immune system fails
.
to recognize and tolerate the self, and starts to attack itself and cause diseases.
Autoimmunity helps to define the concept of"the immunitary paradigm": this paradigm
"has a well-known history in critical thought since the late 1 980s. Within the
contemporary biomedical framework, scholars have convincingly theorized a new way of
(re)defining bodily boundaries in relation to biological microorganisms inside the body,
as

well as sociopolitical institutionalizations outside the body" (Haraway 206). The

immunitary paradigm, as C.C. Wharram argues, is generally experienced by people
without conscious recognition; however, ''the philosophical resonances ofimmunology
have become crucial to twenty-first-century considerations ofbiopolitical phenomena,
from the technological to the geopolitical" (28).

The biological term "autoimmunity" refers to a situation in which a body
mistakenly and unconsciously attacks itselffor the sake ofprotecting it. Even though
autoimmunity comes from life, it melts into different fields, especially for Jacques
Derrida who applied it to politics and studied it for years, as he "granted to this
autoimmune schema a range without limits" (Tsai 77). Derrida applied autoimmunity to
politics, primarily regarding the 9/11 attacks. The United States trained people who
became the leaders ofAI-Qaeda years ago to fight Russia and protect America; however,
these leaders later used the same technology the U.S. taught them to attack America.
Derrida explains this ironic phenomenon is that "the War on Terror has made all ofus
live in terror" (Miller 210). Since Derrida, the term "autoimmunity" has been applied to
analyze political and historic events.

The concept ofautoimmunity is applied to current policies and affairs to diagnose
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social issues, as Cohen has argued: "Even before it was appropriated by modem
biomedicine, the concept of immunity already had a long history in political and legal
thinking" (Cohen). A very recent critic Chien-hsin Tsai also applied autoimmunity to the
political arena. Tsai's article "In Sickness or in Health: Yan Lianke and the writing of
autoimmunity" uses the concept of autoimmunity to diagnose the development and
destruction of villages, the centralization of government and rebellion of people in Yan
Lianke's works. Yan Lianke's works are closely connected to the concept of
autoimmunity in biopolitics. Yan Lianke, like Derrida, applied autoimmunity in his
works to criticize politics. For example, as Tsai suggests, the village's desire for
prosperity in Yan's Dream

ofDing Village, leads to the controversial result of spreading

AIDS to the entire village. Such a result could be considered a phenomenon of
autoimmunity.

Besides autoimmunity, another useful biopolitical concept is forwarded by
Agamben, which is that of "oare life". Agamben conceptualized "bare life" from
Foucault's arguments about biopolitics. Agamben claims that there are two forms oflife
that exist in the human world: "zoe" and "bios". The definitions of bios and zoe life are
opposed to each other since bios refers to the form or manner in which life is lived, while

zoe represents no guarantees about the quality of the life lived. Zoe life is what Agamben
considered as "bare life" because the notion of bare life "in the sense of 'mere life'
seems more to reflect the conscious ideology of the killers than the actual logic that
informed their acts" (Weber

15). In addition, Agamben proposed animal life as an

example of bare (zoe) life, for "in the Western tradition, animal life has often been
regarded

as

a lower form oflife than the human because it lacks the ability to resist---0r
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experience-death" (Weber 22). In his article "Bare Life and Life in General", Samuel
Weber explains how Agamben makes use of "camp"-oot only the concentration camp
but also a "camp" that utilizes political sovereignty to explain bare life:

Agamben sees not this aspect of the camps-their exterminatory function-as
decisive for their biopolitical exemplarity but rather the way in which they
contribute to making the state of exception the rule by treating their inmates as
instances of "bare life," stripped of all individuating legal and political status and
protection (Weber 12).

Yan Lianke's works are mostly aimed at the critique of political powers; it is not
hard to find the trace of the trace of Agamben's bare life in Yan's works. Thus, this thesis
will interpret Yan Lianke's works through the lens ofbiopolitics. Derrida, Foucault,
Weber and Agamben's theories would be applied to contexts to address political
phenomenon in Yan's works.
'"

Biopolitics in Yan Lianke's Novels

Lenin 's Kisses is regarded as one of the most important works in modem Chinese
literature for its harsh diagnosis of contemporary problems in China. In this novel, Yan
Lianke chose the topic of village growth, the same topic of most of his works. The
difference, though, is that the village of Shouhuo in this novel is isolated from outside
society. The trope of the isolated village was connected to ancient Chinese folk tales, and
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Yan appears to be using the village to draw on their traditions as Jianmei Liu comments,
which is a way to examine a social system:
Utopia encapsulates the hope for a better future, whereas anti-utopia highlights
the fear of what the future may hold. This relationship is compellingly explored in
the novel through a symbolic structure - the juxtaposition of the ancient Utopian
dream of retreating from society and the modem Utopian dream of creating a
higher, ideal society (Liu 8).

The village of Shouhuo's utopia, however, consists mostly of disabled inhabitants
in Lenin's Kisses: "In other words, this is a work about disabled subjects and their life
and-death struggles, together with how disability can be utilized to define sociopolitical
thresholds" (Tsai 87). The disabled villagers in the geographically isolated village of
Shouhuo face the paradox ofjoining in the outside world for extraordinary material
benefit or maintaining a solitary life away from society. Yan Lianke makes use of binary
oppositions "such as the healthy versus the handicapped, the useful versus the useless,
action versus nonaction, the modem versus tradition, and bitterness versus happiness - to
reconstruct a Utopian space and redefine happiness" (Liu 10).

The village of Shouhuo is completely isolated from society, and its inhabitants
"are entirely unaware of the political changes that have taken place in the rest of China,
such as the overthrow of the feudal system, the Japanese occupation and the Communist
revolution" (Cao 1 8 0). Then it was Grandma Maozhi, who once was in the Red Army,
who brought information from the outside world and became the one who's in charge of
the village of Shouhuo to protect this isolated, carefree village (Cao 1 80). The
comparison of the leadership between Grandma Maozhi who wants to maintain
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Shuohuo' s isolation and Liu Yingque who only focuses on political power, demonstrates
Yan Lianke's sarcastic attitude towards contemporary power-for-money deal-making.

The main story of Lenin 's Kisses starts with Liu Yingque's ambitious plan to
purchase Lenin's corpse from Russia and build up a travel business in the county he is in
charge of, where Shouhuo geographically belongs. The purpose of Liu Yingque's plan, of
course, is to gather money not only for developing the county, but also to obtain more
political power for himself. In order to purchase and achieve the plan, a vast amount of
funding is needed. Liu Yingque's first visit to Shouhuo failed because Grandma Maozhi
stopped him from entering the village. In this case, Liu Yingque discovers another way to
accumulate money-he finds a Singapore merchant whose mother from Liu Yingque's
county has passed away. The Singapore sponsor promises Liu Yingque that he will
donate ten thousand yuan (about

1 700 dollars) to Liu Yingque for each filial son Liu can

find to serve as mourners for his mother's burial. Under these conditions, the burial is
taken seriously: "Chief Liu (Liu Yingque) placed all of his hopes on this visitor from
Singapore, and on the day of the mother's burial not only did he come up with more than
seven hundred residents of Shouhuo Village . . . but be recruited more than a thousand
additional filial sons from neighboring villages and townships" (Yan Lenin 's Kisses 44).
Liu Yingque pays money for the recruitment of mourners in order to obtain sponsorship
money from the Singapore merchant; however, when the merchant fled back to
Singapore without a trace, Liu Yingque bad to pay for all the manual labor on his own
without receiving any income. Recall Derrida's definition of autoimmunity as a self
destruction. This incident in

Lenin 's Kisses can be interpreted through the lenses of

autoimmunity-the fear of a bad result eventually leading to a worse outcome. The desire
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to make money quickly made Liu Yingque hire too many people for the burial, while the
number of people scared off the Singapore merchant, leaving Liu Yingque with a reward
of debt rather than the profit of a sponsorship.

After his failure to collect money from the Singaporean merchant, Liu Yingque
visits Shouhuo again and comes up with an idea of establishing a special-skills troupe in
Shouhuo that will give performances throughout the country. Before Liu Yingque's
decision, the villagers of Shouhuo, while not rich, are able to survive with a peaceful life;
however, Liu Yingque's promise of future wealth attracted them, thus the village of
Shouhuo becomes empty without villagers regardless of Grandma Maozhi's wish for
them to stay: "When the handicapped are useless people living in the small community,
they appear spontaneous, pure, natural, and happy; but after the Shouhuo villagers'
special skills are discovered and they are turned into extremely 'useful' money-making
machines, they become deliberate, greedy, alienated, and unhappy, completely losing
'"

their true nature and humanity" (Liu 10). The lives of the villagers of Shouhuo follow the
up and down movements of the phenomenon of autoimmunity; as Tsai argues, "In Yan's
usage, pleasure is synonymous with life/living. As he illustrates in the novel, in an
autoimmune logic, the promise of pleasure is itself a threat of annihilation" (87).

The special-skills troupe receives unbelievable success in only a year, which not
only offers Liu Yingque enough funding, but also fills the villagers of Shouhuo with
material desire-they prefer to give up freedom and political rights rather than go back to
Shouhuo village. The climax of Lenin 's Kisses, though, is an exhibition of brutal society:
Liu Yingque's plan fails, the Shouhuo villagers are robbed of everything they earned, Liu
Yingque becomes a part of Shouhuo because of his disability from a car crash. The novel
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contains frequent occurrences of autoimmunity even by the end, as Liu notes: "being
handicapped becomes an indispensable condition to regulate and assure such a utopia: a
healthy person who wants to enter has to first injure him or herself, as Liu Yingque does
at the end of the novel" (Liu 9). While the villagers of Shouhuo step outside of Shouhuo
to pursue their material enjoyment, their freedom and accumulated wealth are doomed to
be stolen by a brutal society. As Jianmei Liu comments,

The seemingly "unhealthy," "backward," and "useless" community invokes the
ancient Daoist Utopian ideal and aims to interrogate the contemporary pursuit of
the modern dream of a "healthy," "progressive," and "advanced" nation. As the
villagers of Shouhuo step out of their reclusive life and participate in the
collective activities of the "heavenly" commune, the original happy place is
unexpectedly transformed into a site of hunger, disease, hatred, sadness, death,
and disaster (Liu 12).

The outside society transforms into a dangerous one for the Shouhuo villagers, causing
readers of the novel to reconsider the definition of Shouhuo (Happiness). Chien-hsin Tsai
also comments on the phenomena of autoimmunity in Yan Lianke's Lenin 's Kisses:

The community of Sbouhuo becomes inhabited by a self-destructive
autoimmunity every time it has contact with the outside world; this both
perpetuates the Utopian characteristics of the village and hints at the impossibility
of utopia. At the end of the story, the villagers are permitted to restore their
former reclusion when the county chiefs outrageous plan comes to a humiliating
halt. Offering a new insight into the dialectics between ability and disability, the
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final incident of autoimmunization arrives when the culprit Liu Yingque
deliberately cripples himself by allowing an automobile to

run

him over. Newly

disabled, he begins a new life in Shouhuo village. This episode offers yet another
reading of the title "to receive life" (Tsai

90).

Yan Lianke examines Chinese society through not only the lenses of
autoimmunity in Lenin's Kisses, as critics have suggested, but also invites us to think
through, I argue, Giorgio Agamben's concept of bare life. The paradox in this novel
emerges between Shouhuo villagers and the outsiders who are in no way handicapped or
disabled. In the novel, these characters are called "wholers", referring to the fact that they
are "whole-bodied," or able-bodied. The "wholers" are considered as

bios life not only

from their own perspective but also from Shouhuo's villagers' perspectives, while the
villagers of Shouhuo are conversely regarded as zoe (bare) life by the able-bodied
"wholers". Cao suggests that "bodily existence must undergo a process of qualification.
't.

A mannequin, like the 'abnormalities' in the bodies of the villagers, is a form of body that
qualifies the villagers for political inclusion in the 'outside world' under the rule of law"
( 1 88). For instance, although the special-skills troupe brings money to Liu Yingque, they
are still planning to live in a small village to the west of the county. What's more is that
the money that the Shuohou villagers earned and hid is stolen by their able-bodied
coworkers. In order to get the last money out of the Shouhuo villagers, another group of
people locks them up in Lenin Memorial Hall and threatens them with starvation by
offering food and drink at ridiculous prices. A few days later, these "wholers" not only
fully take advantage of the Shouhuo villagers, but also treat them as zoe (bare) life:
They assumed that the rest of the night would pass like this, but shortly after
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dinnertime the villagers began hearing Tonghua' s, Yuhua's, and Mothlet's sharp
screams coming from far away, like bloodcurdling wails emanating from the
mountain or the gorge. The sound was bitingly cold, and seemed as if it was
coming from the dead. It stopped and started, like a chunk of ice flowing down a
river on a bitterly cold winter day. Periodically, they could also hear the wholers'
maniacal laughter as they shouted, "Come do them. They are small, so their holes
are small, tight and livening . . . Whoever doesn't do them will regret it the rest of
their lives!" These shouts were followed immediately by the nins'(girls) screams
and cries. As the villagers heard these sounds, there were so startled they all sat
up in their beds (Yan

Lenin 's Kisses 424).

The villagers of Shouhuo are regarded as alien due to their disability. What happens to
them is just as what Agamben expresses, that anything is possible in "the camp" where

bios life is reduced to zoe
;,.

(bare) life (Weber 9). Disabled villagers in Shouhuo, as Tsai

suggests, "reveal a paradoxical combination of identification and alterity, in which the
boundaries of the self become increasingly blurred by physical violence and monetary
attraction. Disability becomes constituted as such when perceived by others, and is held
up to specific standards of legitimation. Yan's disabled villagers call our attention to how
these standards can render disability obsolete, transgressive, or profitable" (90). Yan
Lianke borrows both biopolitical concepts of autoimmunity and bare life in Lenin 's

Kisses, whose purpose is to question the lost from modernization and to diagnose modem
Chinese diseases.

Dream ofDing Village, first published in 2006, was adapted to a movie named
Life is a Miracle in 201 1 ,

receiving vast attention and good reviews; however, Yan
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Lianke's name and Dream

ofDing Village are barely connected to the movie because of

Chinese censorship, according to Chinese scholar Jincai Yang: "For many times, he has
told about that transition in his writing, yielding an interrogative voice that does not
always follow the dominant ideology of the government. Instead of hailing its rural
reforms, he seems to criticize the government's malpractices and becomes extremely
sympathetic towards the Chinese peasants that abound in his fiction" (Yang 108). Yan
Lianke still claims that he himself is satisfied because more people are able to learn about
the truth of villages infected by AIDS in the 1 990s through the movie. Ding village does
not come out of nowhere, but from actual experiences in Yan Lianke's life. Yan visited
AIDS-infected villages seven times before he wrote Dream

ofDing Village, and he keeps

visiting them after publication of the novel. In this sense, Yan Lianke is making up
stories neither for fame nor fun, but rather to expose bow Chinese people in an age of
transition struggle to survive even at the cost of their lives as Ding villagers did (Yang
108). In this novel, the life and death of Ding villagers are exhibited clearly, as a
representative of other villages that suffered under the AIDS crisis.

The whole story is narrated by Ding Xiaoqing, who is poisoned to death by Ding
villagers who are vying against his father at the beginning of the novel. Xiaoqing turns
out to be a ghost, which serves readers with a broad vision of other characters'
perspectives. Xiaoqing's grandfather Ding Shuiyang is the first person who encouraged
Ding villagers to sell their blood and the story first flashes back to Ding Shuiyang's
memory of ten years ago when the blood business first began. Nobody in Ding village
wanted to donate their blood at first; even the idea of building up a blood station was
rejected by Li Sanren, who was the county chief of the village. Nevertheless, promised
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with a new primary school and teaching position in the village, Ding Shuiyang decided to
persuade Ding villagers to donate their blood. The decision Ding Shuiyang made,
although made with good intentions, paradoxically, left his village with shadows of death
and Ding Shuiyang himself with guilt for the rest of his life. The teaching position Ding
Shuiyang cherished is illuminated because of the spreading of AIDS; the primary school
in Ding village he devoted his life to is dismantled completely; his elder son Ding Hui,
Xiaoqing's father, turns out to be a money machine and immoral monster; he eventually
loses his younger son Ding Liang and grandson Xiaoqing because of the blood business.
Ding Shuiyang's introduction of the blood business becomes a controversy that results in
his destruction. This example of"attacking oneself' follows the same logical path that
writers such as Derrida and Esposito demonstrate in their biopolitical analyses of
"autoimmunity."

Another case of autoimmunity is the former county chief Li Sanren, who used to
be in the army and was eager to lead Ding village to its prosperity. Li

�anren worked

hard as a county chief with the ideology of communism, but he was removed from his
position later for refusing to sell blood while all the Ding villagers were selling theirs. Li
Sanren's behavior brought nothing but dirty looks from Ding villagers and curses from
his wife. His wife dragged him to the public, swearing:

Li Sanren, you call yourself a man? You're not even man enough to sell blood.
With you as mayor all those years, it's no wonder that the women in this village
can't even afford sanitary pads! It's all your fault. You are nothing better than a
eunuch, a coward who's too sacred to sell a pint of blood, much less half a pint, or
a drop, even! What kind of man gets scared by a few drops of his own blood
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(Dream ofDing Village 83)?

Forced by his wife, Li Sanren eventually sold his blood and became a regular blood
seller. Even though he soon realizes selling blood takes away his strength and health, he
still compromises when Ding Hui promises him his old position of county chief: "I'll be
the first to say that no one has worked harder for this village than you. As long as you're
alive, no one will ever take your place. As long as you're here, there's no one there more
qualified to lead this village" (Dream ofDing Village 87). Li Sanren's compromise
exhibits that he is deeply obsessed with power even after he was removed from his
position (Yang 1 1 3); this fear oflosing power, however, results in the worst outcome: Li
Sanren eventually passes away due to his infection by AIDS and his most cherished
official seal of Ding village was stolen away. Li Sanren, according to Tsai's analysis,
reflects all the experiences of other villagers: "The villagers c,lream of becoming a big and
prosperous family, but their dream was bound to remain unrealized. Indeed, the novel
seems to suggest that no one can be given\mmunity in a post socialist community, and
no post socialist community is immune to the tidal waves of capitalist coercion and its
aftershock" (97).

Li Sanren is similar to Ding Shuiyang: they both meant to construct Ding village
in a positive way; nevertheless, their obsession with power leads to their defensive
actions, which has its worst result in autoimmunitary response. In addition, the failure of
Li Sanren can also be recognized as a symbolic failure of the application of communism.
Chien-hsin Tsai analyzes the autoimmune phenomenon in the blood-selling business of
Ding village: "Blood as commodity makes the villagers' consumption of capitalist
commodities possible. Put differently, to be able to consume capitalist commodities, the
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villagers need to first sell their blood, which may be likened to a figurative consumption
of their own bodies-an autoimmune crisis indeed" (Tsai 97). The political metaphor in
Yan Lianke's book, exhibited through a biopolitical lenses, is buried under the bloodselling business.

Unlike Li Sanren and Ding Shuiyang, the Ding villagers are not attracted by
overall power, but rather by wealth; they are tired of poverty and eager for material
satisfaction. Yang diagnoses modem Chinese society, claiming that "many contemporary
Chinese have been obsessed with a desire to get rich quickly even if they have no idea
how to do so" (Yang 1 10). The villagers rejected donating their blood at the beginning;
however, when they are rewarded with ten yuan per person to visit the advanced blood
donating village, Cottonwood, they realize that donating blood will help them to rise out
of poverty:

The visitors from Ding Village looked down at their smooth, unscarred arms and
....

exclaimed: 'what fool we've been, to waste all this!' They patted their untapped
veins and muttered: 'What the hell, let's sell out blood. What do we have to lose?'
They slapped their arms and pinched their veins until the skin was black and blue,
as mottled as a chunk of fat-streaked pork, and thought: 'Screw you,
Cottonwood . . . you think you're better than us? You think that only your blood is
worth its weight in gold?'

(Dream ofDing Village 38)

The quick acquisition of money by selling blood was responsible for the flourishing of
the blood business in the village. For instance, the biopolitical base-agriculture of the
Ding village is abandoned by its villagers, and the farm implements are utilized as blood
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donation tools. This is a biopolitical moment to witness that villagers of Ding village
replace their food sources with their own bodies and blood,

Blood banks opened in the village market, at the village crossroads and in the
empty rooms of private homes. They even opened in converted cowsheds. The
owners would simply scrub down the floors and walls, lay wooden planks over
the trough to make a table and hang blood-collection vials from the rafters. With
this and some basic equipment-needles, syringes, plastic tubes, bottles of rubbing
alcohol and more vials they were ready to begin buying and selling blood.
Throughout the village, blood-filled plastic tubing hung like veins, and bottles of
plasma like plump red grapes. Everywhere you looked there were broken glass
vials and syringes, discarded cotton balls, used needles and splashes of congealed
blood. Bottles for collecting and sorting blood plasma dangled from rafters and
littered the surfaces of benches and tables. All day long, the air was filled with the
stench of fresh blood (Dream ofDing

Village 39).

The villagers will never have expected, though, that the wealth that flowed from their
devotion to donating blood would cost them their lives. Forty out of eight hundred people
in Ding village passed away in two years and the number of deaths continuously
increased. Again, we can see how political autoimmunity functions: the Ding villagers'
pursuit of wealth, eventually, results in their loss of ability to enjoy the wealth that they
had accumulated.

Yang suggests that "AIDS is more of a spiritual malady rather than biological
disease in Dream

ofDing Village" ( 1 06), because Yan exhibits in this novel how
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complicated human nature can be. First of all, those Ding villagers infected by AIDS are
forced to move to the suspended school by their families, regardless of their wishes. For
example, when Ding Shuiyang's second son Ding Liang was dropped off at the school,
he stood at the school gate and witnessed his wife's disappearance while his wife never
turned her head to look back at him: "but still Uncle made no move to enter the
schoolyard. He stood at the gate, gazing after his wife. It was the gaze of a lover, the gaze
of a man who feared he might never see his wife again"

(Dream ofDing Village 63).

Another case is Ding Liang's cousin's wife Xu Lingling, who falls in love with
Ding Liang while they are both separated from their families. Xu Lingling is young and
pretty, and sold her blood only for a bottle of hair shampoo; Ding Liang and Xu Lingling
fall in love with each other, but get overwhelmingly accused due to their relationship:
"Lingling got a beating from her husband, a cursing from her-in-laws, and was sent
packing back to her mother's house. As soon as she was gone, Ding Xiaoming's
[Lingling's husband] family set about finding him a replacement wife. Everyone felt that
the beating was justified, and that Linging had deserved it" (Dream

ofDing Village 203).

In this sense, the Ding villagers infected by AIDS are regarded as contagions in their
families' and friends' eyes. Their lives drift, to use Agamben's terminology, between

bios and zoe, between respected life and bare life, due to their diseases.
On the other hand, even though the living and the dead bodies have been
described in detail in Dream

ofDing Village in order to deliver emotional

impact, there is

an exceptional character in this novel, isolated from Ding village's affairs-Xiaoqing's
father Ding Hui. Ding Hui is a monster figure in this novel. Incredibly obsessed with
money, he made his opportunity by setting up a private blood bank and obtaining wealth
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apologizing to those villagers who were infected by AIDS because Ding Hui "used the
same cotton swabs on three or four different people" (Dream ofDing Village 45). In
Ding Hui's eyes, the living bodies of Ding village can't be regarded as human, but
merely as a movable bank, while villagers with AIDS infection are nothing but dead
corpses. Thus, Ding Hui uses any methods he likes to trick the villagers, considering
them as nothing more than "bare lives" to absorb money and blood from them as long as
it can be obtained. The notion of bare life can be applied to Ding villagers and is very
similar to the way Samuel Weber describes Agamben's concept: "what Agamben sees at
work in the Roman legal notion of the homo sacer, a person who can be killed without
incurring punishment and whose death cannot be understood as a 'sacrifice"' (Weber 1 0).
Ding Hui replaces the 500cc blood bags with 700cc ones while writing 500cc on them, in
order to cheat more blood from Ding villagers, and Ding Hui makes even more profit by
selling coffins, which are supposed to be free for blood donors, during the peak
time of
't.
AIDS mortality:

Over New Year, many people had gone to visit relatives living outside the village.
In the course of these visits, they had learned that the Wei county government was
providing free black-lacquered coffins to the families of people dying of the
fever. . . So why, the residents of Ding Village wondered, should they settle for a
cheap bottle of cooking oil and a few firecrackers, when other people were getting
coffins worth hundreds of yuan? It was a good question. They decided to ask my
dad (Ding Hui) (Dream ofDing Village 122).

Ding Hui, once again, tricks the villagers and absorbs the last money out of their hands
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before their death. It can be seen that although Ding Hui is not infected by AIDS, he is
corrupted by a spiritual disease in the way that Susan Sontag claims that "illness is the
night-side of life, a more onerous citizenship." Yan Lianke examines modem Chinese
society through the lenses of biopolitics,

as

''Narrating Death in Yan Lianke's Dream

As is narrated in Dream

Jincai Yang comments in his article

ofDing Village":

ofDing Village, the imaginative collapse

of Ding Village

critiques the process of contemporary Chinese development as a horrifying social
event. The novel's hallucinatory depictions of death and desire-driven morally
corrupted actions allow us to consider further how Chinese peasants have suffered
from capitalistic impulses and distorted human nature in post socialist China.
Therefore, the intellectual space Yan creates in the novel becomes a moving
horizon, a real literal embodiment of perceptual and ethical findings of imposed
deaths (Yang 116).

In this case, Dream

ofDing Village is significant in Chinese literature for being not

only

the first novel about AIDS, but also a novel that articulates a biopolitical philosophy.

Compared to Yan Lianke's other novels,

Serve the People is a

much short novel

with a linear story line, which is the love affair between Wu Dawang and his
commander's wife Liu Lian. Nevertheless, the ultimate theme of Serve the People aims
to criticize the over-powered national censorship and politics. Chinese scholar Jinghui
Wang suggests that Yan Lianke makes use of Julia Kristeva's concept of"intertextuality",
referring to the fact that the text is mediated through other texts rather than directly
delivered by its writers to readers (Wang 46). Wang further analyzes this novel by
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claiming that "Yan Lianke's

Serve the People i s a typical example which shows how he

uses this literary discourse to link a novella with reference to a political slogan which was
widely promoted in the past and i s still in use nowadays in China" (Wang 46). The slogan
Wang discusses is the title of this novel-'Serve the people'-which is a key political
slogan proposed by Chairman Mao; it is used repeatedly even nowadays by the Chinese
Communist Party.

The use of Chairman Mao's political slogan 'Serve the people' under Yan
Lianke's application of "intertextuality" in this novel stealthily delivers a depth of
meaning to its readers. 'Serve the people', at the same time, also connects the application
ofbiopolitical principles in this novel. According to Wang, "Yan Lianke is not only good
at metamorphosed narration of the truth; he is also familiar with contemporary Western
literary theory such as Foucault's power relationships in society, as well as Freudian
psychoanalysis"; Wang also articulates the biopolitical relationship in this novel while
explaining that ''this fiction could be interpreted as a meditation about fear" (53). The
fear exhibited in

Serve the People is

Wu Dawang's fear towards political leadership and

power and his fear of losing the chance to relocate to the city.

Wu Dawang's fears both come from higher-level political power-his
commander, his army and the party's principles. In the beginning, Wu Dawang denies
Liu Lian's sexual invitation due to his fear of his commander's power and political the
three political "rules of thumb"-don't say what you shouldn't say, don't do what you
shouldn't do, and don't ask what you shouldn't ask. Nevertheless, Liu Lian's repression
of Wu Dawang's fear of losing the chance to relocate to city compromises him to "Serve
the People" in a way that is completely different from its original meaning.
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Autoimmunity in this novel is revealed in the overpowering spiritual control of the
Communist Party, which ironically leads to Wu Dawang's rebellion.

Wu Dawang's rebellion is exhibited in the connotations inherent in the dynamics
of the slogan "Serve the People". The first time the slogan is performed as a metaphor is
when Liu Lian suggests that she intends to use the sign that reads "Serve the People" as a
signal for need to be sexually satisfied: "whenever this sign's not in its usual place, it
means

I need you upstairs for something" (Serve the People 10). Liu Lian's suggests

terrifies Wu Dawang and evokes his fear of higher power. However, when he
compromises and decides to "serve" Liu Lian physically, definition of the slogan
gradually changes its meaning in Wu Dawang's head. As Wang observes, ''that the
phrase could be misused, and the implication could be changed" (50):

'Serve the People,' she said. 'Take if off. '

Off came his jacket, the buttons popping one by one, revealing an
undershirt emblazoned with the message 'Serve the People.'

'Serve the People,' she said. 'Take if off. '

Off came the shirt.

'On you go. Serve the People.'

(Serve the People 87).

Through Wu Dawang's time with Liu Lian, the slogan's meaning completely transforms
in his mind, which frees him from his fear of political power for a short period ohime.
Wu Dawang's transformed fear, paralleling the re-definition of the party slogan, even
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surprised Liu Lian: "she laughed drily. She had meant to remind him of the sign's literal
meaning, of his real status in the house, but he has chosen to understand only the private
sexual code they had devised for it; to serve her according to less conventional
Communist principles" (Serve the People 123). Wu Dawang subconsciously chooses to
understand the slogan

as

a sexual code, which can be interpreted as a rebellion of political

power and the shedding of his fears.

The obvious moment of autoimmunity in this novel appears later, when Wu
Dawang and Liu Lian rebel against the CCP's power and rules: Liu Lian tricks Wu
Dawang to break Chairman Mao's gypsum, which evokes not only his fear, but also the
fire of rebellion inside him:

He placed his bare foot on the Chairman's head and twisted it down,
hard. . . Taking a moment to look more calmly at her, he discovered that, far from
seeming traumatized by the political cataclysm of the last few minutes, she was
sitting serenely on the edge of the bed, gazing at him, her cheeks flushed and eyes
shining with anticipation. Glancing down at himself, he realized that their violent,
naked struggle bad reawaken in him that elusive sense of furious excitement

(Serve the People

134).

Wang comments on the dynamic of the slogan' s meaning: "The ironic parody of the state
slogan deconstructs completely its authenticity and forcefully tears off the hypocritical
veil of certain authorities" (52). The authority of the CCP, constructed out of their
claimed desires of serving the people, ironically results in the rebellion of the people.
This phenomenon can be interpreted through the lenses of autoimmunity, as Tsai
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suggests: "Yan's writing of autoimmunity inscribes the metaphor of autoimmunity into a
series of internal-external contradictions that risk paralyzing both the individual and the
collective" (78). Yan Lianke's

Serve the People successfully expresses what other

Chinese authors avoid, strategically using methods of"intertextuality" and evoking the
symptoms of biopolitics.

Yan Lianke's new novel,

The Explosion Chronicles, is a detailed chronicle of

development of a village called "Explosion." Xuenan Cao comments that "the novel
revolves around a set of historical chronicles that describe a process of development in
the contemporary language of growth" (3). The name "Explosion," introduced in the
second chapter of the novel, comes from a volcanic explosion in the Song Dynasty.
Moreover, "Explosion" also metaphorically represents the rapid development and
blossoming of the village of Explosion under the Kong family's leadership. Cao explains
the emblem of Kong family in the novel: "The narrative proper begins with a short
summary of the community's relative stability over a period of several centuries, but in
the post-Mao period it begins to undergo a process ofrapid transformation" (5). The
Kong family takes over most of plot in the novel, whose leadership represents the
political leadership in modem Chinese society. Biopolitical concepts are applied in

The

Explosion Chronicles, especially to the Kong family and their life long enemy, the Zhu
family, to exhibit the explosion of modem Chinese society in all fields.

Autoimmunity is inherent in the government's policy: ''the most important thing
was that the government issued a statement saying that it wanted to establish and
cultivate a group of 'ten-thousand-yuan households.' In other words, it wanted to let a
minority 'get rich first.' Everyone went crazy"

(The Explosion Chronicles 19). This
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policy encourages people, including the villagers of Explosion, to obtain money no
matter what methods they use. This action of the government and people is based on the
fear of poverty and the desire for material satisfaction. Kong Mingliang, the second son
of the Kong family, motivated by the call of the government, decides to obtain money in
an immoral way:

In turns out that Kong Mingliang was very ambitious. While everyone else was
farming and engaging in small trade, he left the village every day as though
nothing were happening and went to a nearby gully to retrieve a couple of baskets
and some hemp sacks. Then he would proceed to the railroad tracks at the base of
the mountains several li away, where he would wait for a train bringing coal and
coke from Shanxi. When the train arrived, he would reach up and pull down coal
and coke from the railroad car . . . As soon as he had enough coal and coke to fill
his cart, he would take it all to the county seat and sell it for two or three hundred
yuan. By summer, the grass along the train tracks was completely black from coal
dust, but Kong Mingliang had become the first person in Explosion to save up ten
thousand yuan, thereby making himself a nationally acclaimed model ten
thousand-yuan household

(The Explosion Chronicles 20).

In order to obtain power from the Zhu family, Kong Mingliang promises the villagers of
Explosion quick wealth and encourages them to spit on the village chief who is from the
Zhu family. Therefore, the old village chief dies from the overwhelming humiliation, and
Kong Mingliang is rewarded as the village chief. At this moment, human life is
metaphorically measured as being worth less than material satisfaction, such as having
money.
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As a result of her father's death in disgrace, Zhu Ying's fire of revenge and
ambition for power is sparked. Zhu Ying swears at the Kong family, saying that "After I
bury my father I'm going to leave the village, and I won't return until you have knelt
down before me" (Yan

The Explosion Chronicles 26). At this point, Zhu Ying's tragic

life can also be analyzed through the concept of autoimmunity-her furious revenge
eventually trapped her life instead. Two years later, when Explosion is awarded as the
model village and Kong Mingliang is promised as the future town mayor at the age of
twenty-six, Zhu Ying comes back to Explosion as a winner. During these two years, she
sacrificed her body to accumulate wealth in southern cities and made a fortune in
building up her own brothel business. Supported by the current town mayor, who
considered Kong Mingliang as a threat, Zhu Ying successfully stretches her brothel
business to Explosion and joined in the election of the village chief to diminish Kong
Mingliang's political power.

On the other hand,Xong Mingliang compromises with Zhu Ying for fear of
losing political power: "he finally knelt down and said, 'If you let me be village chief, I'll
marry you immediately. After the marriage, I'll take responsibility for everything
outsides the household and you can take responsibility for everything inside, and in this
way all of Explosion will be ours. In the village, you'll be able to do whatever you want"'

(The Explosion Chronicles 94).

In this instance, Kong Mingliang regains the political

power he's afraid of losing.

Even though Zhu Ying, who's afraid of losing control of Kong Mingliang, obtains
control of him temporarily from their marriage, she is cheated on by Kong Mingliang not
long after their marriage. Furthennore, Zhu Ying's brothel business is destroyed and
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replaced by Kong Mingliang's lover' s business; Zhu Ying and Kong Mingliang's son
also suffers suspicion and prejudice from his own father. Zhu Ying's attempt to kill
Kong Mingliang's lover also fails. As a result, Zhu Ying eventually is stripped of what
she wants to obtain no matter what kind of method she uses. The autoimmunity
demonstrated by Zhu Ying's life can be summed up by Tsai: "In the case of biological
autoimmunity, antibodies that are ostensibly protecting the body from infection instead
turn against the body itself. Similarly, the harder the censor as an immunological agent
works to safeguard the political body from pernicious threats, the more attention it draws
to what it wants to eliminate" (78). The paradox of Zhu Ying's life emphasizes the
biopolitics in Yan Lianke's works, which explores in depth the value, life and death of
contemporary women.

At the same time, the character of Kong Mingliang is also a refraction of social
phenomena. Kong Mingliang's pursuit of political power doesn't stop after his
compromise with Zhu Ying: he works even harder to serve political leaders even when
his father passed away. He takes advantage of his own father's funeral to gain
compromise and reputation; he leaves Zhu Ying and his son alone for years without a
visit. In order to transform Explosion into an international city and to become the mayor
of a superior city himself, Kong Mingliang promised his leaders to build up the largest
super airport around the world in a week,

To build the airport, for instance, Mayor Kong formulates a plan with bis brother
Kong Mingyao, who is a self-made general in command of a vast military force,
whereby Kong Mingyao orders his soldiers to bury human limbs under all of the
surrounding hills and then shoot at them. This causes the hills to instantly
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and signal towers are built by burying and shooting at human bodies. These
bodies are described in the novel as though they are real, though there is a passing
suggestion (earlier on and in a different context), that these "bodies" are, in fact,
rubber mannequins covered in fake blood. The dense material presence of these
mannequins, accordingly, is a sacred sacrifice to the religious practice of
development (Cao 7).

With this sacrifice, Explosion successfully becomes the superior international city, even
more advanced than Beijing, New York, and Tokyo. However, the "uneven developmenl
shaped by the rate of overall growth" (Cao 7) flourishes for only a few days-then Kong
Mingliang is murdered by his brother Kong Mingyao, and citizens of Explosion are all
forced to join in Kong Mingyao's army with his dream of defeating the Western world.
The superior city soon decays at an unbelievable speed, as Cao claims: "The brutality of
the town's reality is depicted as something alien, fantastic, yet strikingly convincing" (8).
Kong Mingliang's ambition extinguishes as the city becomes hollow and his own life
passes.

Explosion, as its name suggests, eventually explodes under its extremely rapid
development, which "explores a contemporary enchantment with both linear and cyclical
time, thereby subsuming the theme of economic growth within a presentation of a twisted
temporality" (Cao 4). The two main characters, Kong Mingliang and Zhu Ying, are
representative of millions of Chinese citizens of modem society while Explosion is a
symbol of millions of developing villages. In this novel, Yan Lianke expresses his
worries about the overly speedy development of Chinese society using metaphorically
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biopolitical concepts-the desire for wealth and the ignorance of morality will flourish
temporarily, but in a short period of time, people will lose their spiritual life at a rapid
speed, eventually leading to devastation as "the mechanized subject of Explosion
becomes dysfunctional as the interface, embodied by both Explosion's clocks and by the
chronicle itself, collapses" (Cao 9).

Yan Lianke's novel

The Four Books and his novella The Years, Months, Days

focus on the period of the Great Famine in 1950's China. The re-education compound
described in

The Four Books reveals the fear the Chinese government has towards

higher-educated people and their

contagious thoughts. Xuenan Cao also discusses the

phenomenon of national thought control, which has happened frequently throughout
Chinese history, in comparison to the famous Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges:

Practices such as burning books and building walls have continued in modem
times, albeit not for the love of the past that Borges describes, but rather out of an
eagerness to arrive at the new. As revolutionary flames swept across the country
in the mid-twentieth century, for instance, a new nation with a new history rose
from the ashes, first during the Cultural Revolution with the Marxist rhetoric of
the end ofhistory, and then in the revolution's aftermath when a "scientific
outlook" gained prominence. But even as modem history was being written,
however, the magic ofbook-buming still persisted. For instance, books were
burnt during the Cultural Revolution, the historical documentation of which was
"corrected" in the subsequent Reform Era (2).

The central government's control of thoughts and power is reflected in the "life and
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educated people such as "the Author," "the Scholar," and "the Musician" have been taken
to the 99th district to receive education to be proper leftists. People in District 99 are
ruled under whatever requirements the government demands, and "the higher-ups said
that anyone who tries to flee will receive not only this certificate but also a real bullet"
(Yan The Four Books 3). People are also forced to give up their original careers to plant
wheat and to produce iron at an absurd speed. In the following quotation,jin refers to
weight and mu refers to size:

On average, peasants can produce about two hundredJin of wheat per mu, but all
of you have cultural ability and therefore I ask that you produce at least five
hundredJin per mu. As the higher-ups have noted, the nation controls everything
under heaven. The United States is a pair of balls, and England, France, Germany,
and Italy are cocks, balls, and feces. In two or three years, heaven and earth will
be overturned as we catch up with England and even Sm-pass the United States.
The higher-ups said that you should plant wheat and smelt steel (Yan The Four

Books 4).
Yan Lianke arranges "the Child" as the na1ve but obedient controller of District 99,
which reflects Yan's sarcasm towards authority. The Child resembles governmental
authority and provides the perfect model for what leftists should be at the beginning of
the novel:

One person appeared not to notice, so the Child walked over to him and, knowing
that this was an author who had written many books, said, "Your works are pure
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dog shit."

The Author stared in surprise, then nodded and replied, "My works are dog shit."

"Repeat that three times."

The Author said three times, "My works are dog shit."

The Child laughed and walked away (Yan The Four Books

7).

This authority, however, borrowing what Gumbrecht and Pfeiffer document, has "the
difficulty of abandoning the view of immunity as defense even when mediated
through . . . network processes and finally recognizing the immune system as establishing
molecular identity, that is, as an autonomous immune system" (283). The governmental
anxiety of losing control and rebellious thoughts controversially evokes the autoimmune,
such as the Child's realization of the function of District 99 and his Christ-like suicide for
the guilt of the district in the sec�on of the novel called ''New Myth of Sisyphus."

At the same time, the action of mental control is also applied in District 99. The
Child collects and discovers books from each person's home to further enhance the
leftists' control:

The pile of books grew larger and larger.

The pile of books grew larger still, until it was like a towering mountain.

The Child grabbed several volumes, including Call to Arms,

Hunchback ofNotre Dame, and lit them on fire.
Phenomenology ofSpirit, and set it on fire.

Faust,

and

The

He took a copy of The

He took copies of The Divine

Comedy
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Tales ofthe Liao Zhai Studio, and set them on fire as well. The Child

burned many books (Yan

The Four Books 17).

The burning ofbooks, other attempts at thought control, and the ambition of defeating the
United States in this novel can be interpreted as symptoms of autoimmunity, and they
will "remain unsolved as long as one is unwilling to discard the notion of horror

autotoxicus" (Gumbrecht and Pfeiffer 280).

By referring to autotoxicus, Gumbrecht

means the fear of poisoning or hurting the self, which eventually results in self
destruction. Thus,

The Four Books not only tells the historical truth of the Great Famine,

but also warns its readers through its incorporation of moments of autoimmunity. As Tsai
notes, "In the case of biological autoimmunity, antibodies that are ostensibly protecting
the body from infection instead tum against the body itself. Similarly, the harder the
censor as an immunological agent works to safeguard the political body from pernicious
threats, the more attention it draws to what it wants to eliminate" (Tsai

78).

What

autoimmune means is the paradox between self-construction and self-destruction, such as
we have recently witnessed in the United States: the more Donald Trump complains
about James Corney, for example, the more publicity he gives for Corney's book. In Yan
Lianke's novels, the autoimmune of governmental censorship not only results in The
Child's death in

The Four Books, but is also further explained

in Yan Lianke's

The Years,

Months, Days.
The Years, Months, Days tells a story about an old

farmer and his blind dog, who

are the only two left in an entire village during the Great Famine. The old man and his
blind dog have to eat rats for food, fight wolves for water, and sacrifice one for the
other's survival. The novella discusses the overly rapid melting down of iron and
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collecting of wheat which leaves people nothing to cook nor to eat, as the novella's
English translator Carlos Rojas comments: "In reality, the campaign's policies resulted in
a devastating famine that claimed the lives of tens of millions of Chinese" (The

Years,

Months, Days viii) . The paradox of rapid development and the destruction of the
economy reflects J. Hillis Miller's analysis of Derrida's concept of an "event": "A true
event is something incommensurate with our preexisting conceptual grids, like the
destruction of the World Trade Center, or like a just act or decision as opposed to a
merely lawful one" (218). Hillis Miller links the "event" with Derrida's concept of
autoimmunity in that an "event" is usually connected to an act of autoimmunitary
retribution. While this connection is clear in this novella, Yan Lianke's other
mythrorealistic novella Marrow also contains with biopolitical elements.

The main characters in Marrow resonates with Yan Lianke's mythorealistic
writing style. There is existence of Fourth Wife You's ghost husband and the
characterization of her four mental-disabled children. The story follows the Fourth Wife
You trying to find a "wholer" husband for her third daughter and to heal all of her
children's mental disabilities. Eventually, Fourth Wife You heard the resolution from
others that she needs to make a soup with her bones for her children, which will cure her
children. This action, though, resonates with Wharram 's description ofthe way that
Derrida's autoimmunity analysis moves from the individual to the collective, from the
personal to the political: Derrida "transposles] the autoimmune response of 'protecting
itself against its self-protection by destroying its own immune system' from the 'living
organism' onto a social or political platform" (28). By the end, Fourth Wife You not only
makes marrow soup out of her dead husband and herself, but also informs her children of
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this method for their future children-an alien (and alienating) moment of expressing
social critique through the lens ofbiopolitics. Tsai comments on Yan Lianke' s novels by
saying that "Yan seeks tirelessly to redefine and experiment with form and language in
his writing of autoimmunity" (98). Thus, the biopolitical aspects of Yan Lianke's novels
are crucial for applying his insights to reflect and comment on contemporary events.

Conclusion

From all the contents offered in the previous sections, I claim that Yan Lianke's
novels are enriched with biopolitical elements and express something much deeper than
entertainment. His critique ranges across Chinese economy, its material-driven citizens,
its disabled citizens and the political control exerted by the government using the
methods derived from biopolitical thought. As Cao comments, "Yan's novels,
complemented by a combined reading of Foucault's and Agamben's theories, reveal
much about invulnerability in the isolated villages and the abnormal bodies of the
villagers, as well as the governance over life and death in contemporary China" ( 1 89). At
the same time, we can see the value in recognizing the role of biopolitics and critiques of
biopolitical systems in literary studies.
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